OFFICE 515 331 4212
FAX 515 331 4264
Owners Cell 515 402 5227
alliedexteriors@hotmail.com
alliedexteriorsia.com

Dear Homeowner,
Thank you for requesting an estimate from Allied Exteriors. Allied Exteriors is a licensed contractor for the
State of Iowa ( #C107322, Iowa Workforce Development, Division of Labor) and is fully insured ( Pekin Insurance,
$1,000,000 in liability coverage and full Workman Compensation coverage for all employees). Below is a short list of
what you can expect from my company.
 A detailed and accurate estimate. Each roof is measured to compile an exact list of materials needed. Our
estimate will show you how much of each material is needed down to how many boxes of staples we will use to install
felt paper and ice guard.
 Competitive prices, we do not have the overhead of bigger companies that spend thousands on advertising and
then offer outlandish coupons on overpriced work (we are often hundreds, even thousands of dollars less than the
competition depending on job size)
 Prompt friendly service, we operate mainly on a referral basis
 A professional contractor that takes the time to find the colors and styles that most accent your home and strives
for your complete satisfaction
 An efficient and detailed installation, our emphasis is on quality
 Professional employees
 A complete and thorough cleanup upon job completion, including sweeping ground with large and small magnets
to get any stray nails
 Peace of mind, we have been in business for over 16 years
Your home will not only be treated with great respect, it will be treated as if every job after depends on our doing our
absolute best for you. Below are a few references for you to contact, if you need more please let me know. If you
have any questions please call the office or my cell at your convenience. Thanks again and have a great day.
Sincerely,
Henry Schappert, Owner

Chuck and Jean Agan
3712 Aspen Dr.
West Des Moines, IA
287 2927

Steve and Tammy Joslin
5786 Linden CT.
Johnston, IA
270 4806

Mr. and Mrs. Wahlert
104 7th court SE
Bondurant, IA
710-4931

